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The boys (except for Nathan and Fabian)

News from Flossie Adoyo at J&D: Our ‘Julius and Dora’ children are increasing in stature
and knowledge by the day thanks to all of you friends of the children. We continually thank
God for you for caring, for your love for us and for your support.
The girls - right
to left - Zubira,
Neema, Zawadi,
Zubeda, and
Riziki at the back

Health
All the children are well, and we have not had any recent problems with health. I am sure this is
mainly because we now have enough safe drinkable water – thank you so much to those friends and
supporters who generously gave money for the building of the large water tank etc. Now we can
catch rainwater off our roof and do not have to go to the dirty river to get water.
It is wonderful that Kinsley (remember him, the one with mild
cerebral palsy who couldn’t walk), can now walk! See photo
on right. He is very pleased with himself!
And now Naomi can walk too (the little girl whose hip was
deformed and her leg twisted). We have been taking both of
them for physiotherapy sessions once a week, which has
been a challenge because the hospital is far away and it was
expensive to travel there. Also it has taken one of our housemothers nearly a day to accompany the children there and
back each week, which put pressure on the other housemothers. So it is much easier now the physiotherapy is
completed.
However, neither Kinsley nor Naomi are able to talk yet, but I
believe that with time, we will be able to teach them to speak,
and so we thank God for His goodness.

Nathan Amani (left)

Practicalities and the J&D site
We are all very happy in our J&D home. We have
planted many crops in the garden and they are growing
well with the recent rains.
The only work that needs to be done immediately is to
repair the road that leads to the Children’s home. Like
most roads around here, it is not a tarmac road, and the
mud surface has been washed away by the long rains
that have gone on since March this year. It is in a sorry
state with big holes and deep ruts. Although the County
Government is supposed to repair roads, one cannot
wait for them otherwise you will wait and wait for a very,
very long time. it is easier to wait for the Archbishop of Canterbury to visit our Bishop than to wait for
the County Government team to come and repair a road!
We are still hoping and planning to be able to build a separate dormitory-house for the older boys.
Some of them will soon be teenagers and we think it is not right for them to be sleeping in the same
house as the girls and younger children. In tribal tradition here, boys move into a separate hut at this
age.

School and education
Schools are now closed for the December / Christmas holidays. This is the end of the academic year
in Kenya. It is the time when children who are in Class Eight (the top of Primary) transit to secondary
school level. However, none of our J&D children are quite old enough for secondary school yet.
All of our children did less well in their school work this year, 2018. This may be because during the
first half of the year we could not afford to pay for the private tutor who had been coming after school
during 2017. (Inflation is very bad and costs keep rising so we had to make some savings). However,
since the Summer we have prioritised the children’s tuition, and paid for a tutor who comes in every
day after school (except for Sundays) to give them remedial lessons and help them with their
homework. So we hope that the children’s learning is now starting to improve again.

Below is the children’s performance in class assessments for 2018 compared to 2017:

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10
11
12

Class
Moses Amm’atsi
Baraka Obama
Winnifred Tamara
Riziki Rael
Tumaini Job
Daniel Imani
Neema Joyce
Shikuku Emmanuel
Zawadi Elizabeth
Zubeda Achien’g
Zubira Marianne
Andala Collins

5
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
2

Average marks
2017
244/500
349/500
273/500
352/500
383/500
439/500
295/500
407/600
424/500
451/600
418/600
497/600

Average marks
2018
205/500
295/500
244/500
307/500
276/500
284/500
202/500
325/600
206/500
421/600
385/600
494/600

Key:
Green print: Excellent – they should be able to apply for a ‘National’ secondary school if they continue
with this performance.
Orange print: Average for now but can do much better if they really concentrate on their school work.
They need tutorials, and a lot of encouragement !
Red print: Below average - Moses, Winifred and Neema are all below average in their school
performance. If they continue with this performance will not be able to join a good secondary school at
the end of their primary schooling.

General comments on the children’s learning:
Riziki is bright and works hard as usual, though has not done quite so well this year.
Moses works hard but he cannot go beyond his capacity. He is better at practical things than at
school work. So we just have to encourage him. We hope to arrange a practical apprenticeship for
him later.
Zawadi is bright but complains that she finds Class Four subjects too difficult for her to understand.
We may have rushed her too much in letting her skip a year and study with older children (Zawadi is
exactly the same age as Zubeda, who has been in Class Two in 2018). Zawadi might have to repeat
Class Four next year – she agrees with this. She is confident, out-going and has a desire to do well.
Discussions with the teachers indicate that both Winifred and Neema could do much better if only
they would concentrate in class. Shikuku could also do much better but his teacher says he is too
playful and does not pay attention.
The youngest three i.e. Zubeda, Zubira and Andala (marked green) are doing very well even though
they dropped slightly in their performance this year as compared to last year’s performance. Now we
have a tutor for them again, I hope that they will improve further as they move up to Class Three.
Moses, Baraka, Tumaini and Daniel all feel that they should change schools and repeat their
respective classes. I have told them that the only way they can repeat is if they change schools and
go to a Government-run school because the school fees in the private “Academies” are too high and
they cannot keep on repeating classes and not taking their studies seriously. They are in agreement
with this and are in fact excited about going to a new school.
The nearest Government-run school to us is named Ebulako and is within walking distance (about 10
mins walk). Also their tutor whom they like very much teaches in this particular school.

The children relaxing after Sunday School, waiting for lunch.
My reasons for moving some of the children to a Government-run school:
Until now we have sent all the children to the private ‘Wonderland Academy’, because “Academy”
schools have much smaller classes than the Government-run schools, so there is more chance of the
children receiving individual attention from their teachers.
However, there are some disadvantages about the private Academies. I have thought seriously about
the children’s education and have talked to some of their teachers. I agree with the older boys that in
2019 they should move from their current private “Academy” to a public Government-run school for
the following reasons:
❖ The teaching-hours per day in private schools are fewer than in public (Government-run)
schools. Although this is not allowed by the Ministry of Education, the Management of private
schools make their own rules since they are hardly ever supervised. Public schools are
therefore more likely to finish their set syllabus on time than Private schools.
❖ Wonderland Academy (where all the children currently learn) has increased its school fees
hugely from January 2019. It will be very expensive and we cannot afford it for all the children,
especially with Nathan Amani and Fabian Nuru starting school as well. The cost of living has
gone very high in Kenya and I do appreciate the fact that we need to ‘cut our coat according to
our cloth.’ Government-run schools are much cheaper compared to private ones.
❖ All teachers in public schools are trained and qualified. This is not always the case with private
schools who employ many untrained teachers because then they can pay them less money.
(When the children first joined Wonderland Academy, most of the teachers there were
qualified, but they have kept on leaving to work in public schools. This is because ‘Terms of
Service’ in public schools are much better than in private schools. E.g. Salaries are
standardised and all trained public-school teachers join the Teachers’ Union which fights for
them seriously).

❖ Bright children in public schools are more likely to get a scholarship to secondary school than
those from private schools, as children from poorer backgrounds are prioritised.
❖

The standard of discipline in their current private Academy school is not very good. Academies
are privately owned and they fear to discipline or challenge the children lest they lose them to
other schools.

❖ The children need to learn to be realistic. We want them to feel loved and special – and they
do. But some of them then think they are so privileged they don’t need to work hard at school.

Visitors
During the
Autumn we had
visits from the
Maseno
University
students and a
Christian mother
and daughter
from the
Anglican Church
of Kenya (ACK)
congregation
which I belong
to in Kakamega.

Above: Mrs Temesi telling the children a Bible story of how Jesus fed 12 thousand people

Mrs Temesi and her daughter Faith
with our Amani and Fabian sleeping.

The other children with Faith

The children love these visits because they enjoy the stories and singing, and then they get to eat
biscuits and drink soda! The University students bought food stuffs and came and cooked chapatis
with ndengu (lentils), and rice with cabbage and some meat for the children. The students came with
loud music and played games which attracted the children from the neighbourhood who came and all
joined in the games, the dancing and shared in the food.

My school-friend Rosie Gardner and her husband Paul, together with Rosie’s brother John and his
wife Anne, are planning to visit us in February 2019 and we are really looking forward to the visit.

A new Bishop – and changing attitudes to ‘cursed children’
It is exciting that a member of our local ‘Co-ordination Team’ for the J&D Children’s Centre, Revd.
Asilutwa, has recently been elected as the Anglican Bishop of this diocese of Maseno North. He is still
very committed to supporting our children and will continue to be involved. Because people respect
Bishops very much, we hope that his support may help to change people’s cultural attitudes to socalled ‘cursed children’.
I expect you remember that our J&D children were found abandoned, having been left to die straight
after birth. This is because traditional culture here believes that a child born of incest is cursed, and
also will bring bad luck on anyone who cares for them. It is a big problem, because within the local
tribes, nobody is allowed to marry a person in their own clan. Your clan (which may have a hundred or
more members) is viewed as your close family. For most people, the majority of other people who live
near them are fellow clan members, and unplanned pregnancies can easily happen between them.
As a result, hundreds of babies are born cursed and are abandoned to die.
By our example at the J&D Children’s Centre, we are trying to challenge and change these traditional
beliefs. We want to show that these precious children are loved by God and are a blessing not a
curse.
Once again, thank you so much for your support. May God Bless you.

Flossie (Floice) Adoyo

